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[TYP.] Magazine was born out of a passion to dive deeper into the 
workings of landscape architecture to think critically about issues 
impacting the profession. The title is a dynamic expression- an acronym 
representing “the young professionals”- who are the intended audience 
for the works featured throughout the magazine. These works are not 
typical, as the name might suggest, but instead they challenge readers 
to think critically about a wide range of topics. 

The first volume is centered on environmental justice, a topic that 
greatly impacts the work of landscape architects. The contents featured 
throughout this issue explore different projects and perspectives, from 
both students and practicing professionals, regarding this complex 
topic. 

There is an increasingly important need to address environmental 
injustices in the world, and landscape architects play a crucial role in 
these efforts. We hope this issue informs greater action, inspires critical 
thinking, and sparks discussions beyond the typical.

MacKenzie Keen & Darius Bottorff
[TYP.] Creators

Editor’s 
Letter
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What is 
environmental 
justice?

Seniors at the University of 
Wisconsin Madison were 
asked to reflect on the 
topic environmental justice 
and discuss its impact on 
society and the profession of 
landscape architecture. The 
following excerpts explore 
the origins of environmental 
injustices in the United 
States and the ways in which 
landscape architects can 
contibute to the fight for 
equity and justice. 

SPECIAL FEATURE
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“True Justice and Action”

Contemporary society in the United States is 
wrought with social issues stemming from a 
historical and current day structure of racism 
interwoven into the socio-economic fabric of 
this nation. One current issue in particular 
taking increased relevance, as humans begin 
to realize the disastrous impact we have on 
this planet, is the issue of environmentalism. 
However, the traditional achievements and 
motivations of the common environmental 
movement typically represent white, affluent 
populations, while often overlooking the needs 
of an urban and racially diverse demographic. 

As a response to decades of racist policies, laws 
and attitudes, motivations of environmental 
justice have emerged from underserved 
populations, calling for equality.  The profession 
of landscape architecture is uniquely qualified 
to participate in the action needed to achieve 
greater environmental equity  through its 
role in the planning and design of our built 
environment. 

Just acknowledging the wrongs of the past is 
proving to be insufficient. What is needed today 
and beyond is true justice and action, not only 
in the field of environmentalism, but justice, 
action and equity on all levels of society. 

- John Reynolds, Class of 2021

“As the designers of 
cities, neighborhoods, 
and places, it is 
critical for landscape 
architects to 
understand the role of 
environmental justice 
in shaping the human 
experience.”

      - MacKenzie Keen, Class of 2021

Markus Spiske

Paddy O SullivanThe Climate Reality Project
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“A Better Future”

Environmental justice is the act of treating 
all people equitably regardless of their 
demographics as it relates to maintaining 
a clean and healthy environment. The 
first question to be addressed is how 
minority groups disproportionately live in 
neighborhoods that suffer from environmental 
hazards. The history of slavery, racial 
discrimination, and harmful environmental 
laws have confined minority groups to 
suppressed environments. Climate change 
has and will continue to intensify the natural 
disasters that disproportionately affect 
minority groups.

The profession of landscape architecture 
has a crucial role in responding to these 
environmental injustices and contributing to 
a better future. By changing the way in which 
we design our cities, we can ensure all people 
have access to clean drinking water, clean air, 
and healthful food. 

- Soren Hughes, Class of 2021

“It is Our Job”

The times we are currently in, where turmoil 
over the inequities brought on by differing 
social positions and groups, providing 
for and aiding in environmental equity 
has never been more important within 
the profession of landscape architecture.

Environmental equity involves the 
proportional distribution of environmental 
benefits across all communities. No one 
community should be receiving the bulk of 
negative impacts, such as hazardous waste 
disposal, simply because of the social positions 
of underrepresented groups. As designers of 
built environments, it is our job to ensure that 
one group does not bear the larger impact.

- Billy Acheson, Class of 2021

“Environmental Justice is Action”

I will not sit here and provide ways in which 
we can educate ourselves and others of these 
topics, instead I will act. Environmental justice 
is action, and that at least, cannot be ignored. 

I will involve minorities in community 
engagement processes. I will engage 
young minds to give them the tools to 
build their communities and cultures. 
I will uphold the high ethical code 
bestowed upon landscape architects. 
I will stand up against racist authority and 
violence. I will recognize the opportunity my 
privilege as a white man has granted me. I 
will use this privilege to build a world where 
quality of life is not a privilege, but a right. 

- Connor Fahey, Class of 2021

“When advocating for 
environmental justice, 
especially in the 
practice of landscape 
architectural design, 
recognize that justice 
isn’t about the bare 
minimum.”

      - Darius Bottorff, Class of 2021

“A More Just Environment”

Environmental justice means that no one 
should be disproportionately impacted by 
negative environmental factors, policies, and 
regulations, and, conversely, that everyone 
has a right to benefit equally from positive 
environmental factors. Additionally, it means 
that all people should be involved in decision-
making with regard to the development, 
implementation, and enforcement of 
environmental policies, procedures, and 
protections. Environmental justice seeks to 
actively dismantle environmental racism, 
which is the disproportionate placement 
of environmental burdens and hazards 
on minority groups and people of color, 
whether through purposeful decisions, 
systemic disregard, or unconscious 
neglect. Landscape architects have a moral 
responsibility, through the protection of the 
health, welfare, and safety of the public, 
to work towards a more just environment.

- Mia LaFond, Class of 2021

Markus Spiske

Life Matters



Landscapes 
and the 
Built
Environment

How can we draw inspiration from our 
surrounding environments? What can we 
learn from looking through the lens from 
another’s perspective? 

Students were asked to submit 
photographs that capture the places 
we study so intimately- landscapes and 
the built environment. This collection 
showcases the intrinsic relationship 
between these places that we find all 
around us.

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY
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MacKenzie Keen
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Mia LaFond

Connor Fahey

Connor Fahey

Tiara Wuethrich
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Tiara Wuethrich

Martin Rose

Darius Bottorff

Martin Rose



Alley Activation Project

Before this project became a city-wide 
collaborative effort, it was a student  project in 
the open space design studio at the University 
of Wisconsin - Madison. The challenge was 
for students to reimagine several small, in-
between spaces on the isthmus in downtown 
Madison, Wisconsin that are often ignored or 
considered of little value as social space. These 
urban micro-spaces, including the Hawthorn  
Court site, are often underused, disconnected, 
narrow, dark, gritty, impermeable, devoid of 
vegetation, potentially unsafe, and covered 
in utilities. However, their prime location 
downtown affords them great potential 
to be transformed into high quality social 
infrastructure that, if planned carefully, could 
be equitably dispersed at the scale of a city. 

Students executed an intensive site inventory 
and analysis before starting to develop design 
concepts that would completely reimagine 
these downtown spaces. Upon completion 
of the class project, student proposals for the 
Hawthorn Court Alley were carefully reviewed 
by members of Downtown Madison Inc. (DMI) 
and the Madison Design Lab (MadLAB). The 
proposal “Sculpting a Cleaner Madison” by 
Soren Hughes was selected by the design 
review board. Members of the board felt the 
design provided an excellent framework 
for spreading awareness of broader issues 
related to climate change and environmental 
justice that could be articulated in many ways 
throughout the alley in order to activate the 
space and educate the public. 

PAINTING 
AWARENESS:

How can we amplify and add value to the forgotten 
spaces, the undervalued places, and the people of 
our community? 

Hawthorn Court is a singular response with 
equitably dispersed community-wide intentions. 
Through applied improvements, this project seeks 
to embrace a statement about environmental 
justice by involving local artists to express their 
perspectives through the medium of visual art. 

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT
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Hawthorn Court 
Mural Alley

Soren Hughes
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Mural Inspiration and Selection Process

The proposed murals use data from local 
weather trends to warn about changes 
in Wisconsin’s climate. The abstracted 
patterns are based on annual temperature 
and precipitation data, which both reveal 
increases over the past few decades. 

One mural uses a gradient of blue stripes to 
convey the average inches of rainfall, where 
light blue represents lighter rainfall and dark 
blue represents heavier rainfall. As visitors 
walk through the alley, the color gradient 
begins to change, reflecting the increase in 
precipitation over time. Another mural uses 
colored stripes to highlight temperature 
fluctuations, where blue stripes represent 
cooler temperatures and red stripes represent 
warmer temperatures. Whether visitors 
enter from the north or from the south, these 
dynamic murals help visualize the changes in 
climate over time. 

Sculpting a Cleaner Madison

Soren Hughes’ proposal, “Sculpting a Cleaner 
Madison,” was inspired by the changing of 
our climate and the urgent need to bring 
greater awareness to environmental issues 
impacting the local community. Growing 
up in Madison, Soren witnessed how 
increasing temperatures and more intense 
and frequent rain events disproportionately 
affected different communities within the 
city. The Hawthorn Court project became the 
perfect opportunity for Soren to help bring 
these climate realities to Madison’s attention 
through the medium of public art.

Hawthorn Court, located in the heart of the 
city, was an ideal location to feature a public 
art installation intended to reach greater 
populations. Although the alley is dark and 
tucked away between parking structures, 
the windowless concrete infrastructure 
became a great canvas for a series of murals 
that would raise awareness and invite 
engagement around environmental justice.

After carefully analyzing the space, Soren 
developed a framework for the Hawthorn 
Court Mural Alley,  featuring both mural 
and lighting  installations that guide people 
through the corridor.  The framework features 
murals that occupy the floors, ceilings, and 
walls of the alley, creating an immersive 
experience. The murals, constructed on 
panels, could be used as a temporary, 
rotating installation, or as a permament 
feature within the city. The lighting elements 
not only highlight the murals, but increase the 
safety and nightime use of the alley. Whether 
people are visiting to view the murals or 
simply passing through, the Hawthorn Court 
Mural Alley aims to provide an engaging and 
thought-provoking experience for residents 
and visitors alike. 

[TYP.]
Project Spotlight

Soren Hughes
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Alley Activation Project Participants

Members of the design review board include 
Rebecca Cnare and Karin Wolf with the city of 
Madison, Jason Ilstrup, Zia Brucaya, MaraLee 
Olson, Aaron Williams, Emily DeVore, Ivo 
Rozendaal, Tiffany Kenney, Eli Judge, Tom 
Linfield, Shane Bernau, Connor Nett, Tom 
Martin, and Maeva Michiels with MadLAB. 

Other participants in this project include 
student Connor Fahey, and instructor Eric 
Schuchardt, with the University of Wisconsin 
Madison Department of Planning and 
Landscape Architecture.  

MADISON DESIGNLAB

MADISON DESIGNLAB

MAD ISON 
DESIGNLAB

MAD ISON 
DESIGNLAB

HAWTHORN COURT
 ALLEY ACTIVATION PROJECT  PROPOSAL
Madison Design Lab - A Committee of Downtown Madison Inc.

October 2020

Collaboration between UW-Madison Department of Planning & Landscape Architecture + Downtown Madison Inc MadisonDesignLab

Special thanks to: Eric Schuchardt (faculty), Soren Hughes (selected student design) 

City of Madison Participants: Rebecca Cnare, Karin Wolf

MADLAB Participants: Jason Ilstrup, Zia Brucaya, MaraLee Olson, Aaron Williams, Emily DeVore, Ivo Rozendaal, Connor Fahey, Tiffany Kenney, Eli Judge, Tom Linfield, Shane Bernau, Connor Nett, Tom Martin, Maeva Michiels

Project Statement: How can ‘we’ amplify and add value to the forgotten spaces, the undervalued places, and the people of our community? 
Hawthorn Court is a singular response with equitably dispersed community-wide intentions.  Through ‘applied’ improvements, this project seeks to embrace a statement about environmental justice by involving local artists to express their perspectives through the medium of visual art.

The Madison Design Lab {MadLAB] is...
 A collective of  community interested individuals that seek to explore participatory urban prototyping to change the perspective of a place you think you know. 

In addition, create environments where the larger community can connect and interact. Our actions seek to build connections, amplify discourse, think responsibly, act responsively.
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Other murals for the installation will be 
commissioned by local artists who share 
a similar passion for spreading awareness 
about environmental justice.  By featuring 
the work of several artists, each with unique 
artistic styles, a wide range of experiences 
and voices will be represented in the 
collection. 

Future and Implementation

Funding for the Hawthorn Court Mural Alley 
project was allocated by the City of Madison 
in winter of 2020. The artist selection process 
for the murals began in early 2021 and the 
city, in partnership with the Madison Design 
Lab, plans to begin the installation process in 
summer of 2021.  

Although this installation in the Hawthorn 
Court alley will likely be temporary, the 
murals will be preserved for use in future 
pop-up installations or permanent art 
displays throughout the city as part of a 
city-wide initiative focused on implementing 
public art in civic spaces. 

The City of Madison and the Madison Design 
Lab intend to implement projects like these 
throughout the city to make public art more 
accessible and equitably dispersed. 

Transforming underutilized urban spaces into 
public spaces will support greater community-
wide interactions with potential for more 
stories of advocacy to be shared in the future. 
Not only will these installations offer public 
enjoyment, but they will make a statement 
about the city’s stance on environmental 
justice and reclaiming public spaces for the 
people. 

To learn more about the project and future 
installations, please visit: hawthorncourt.org. 

Soren Hughes Soren Hughes



Think Creatively

Big Picture planning starts with wild ideas: 
Imagine a city landscape 200 of more years 
from now and brainstorm the following:

Use the grid on the following page to sketch 
your vision. 

The Ideation section works towards brainstorming 
and problem-solving, allowing for independent 
thinking and creativity. This magazine edition’s 
theme focuses on planning and imagining 
landscapes 200 years from now.

IDEATION

Think about it... 
Landscapes for the 
Future

[TYP.]
Ideation
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Ideation
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•   What issues may your landscape 
      still be facing?

•   What services are provided (trash  
      collection, site-upkeep, shoveling, 
      etc.), and what might they look like 
      today?

•   Who has access to the landscape?

•   What issues would have to be 
     addressed and tackled within the 
     practice? 
  

Julia Volk



A Medium for 
Change: 

Professionals in teaching and the industry engaged with a series 
of questions involving environmental injustice and hope for the 
profession of Landscape Architecture and the arising future.

PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE
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Environmental Injustice and 
Landscape Architecture

Adam Scott James A. LaGro Jr.

Shawn T. Kelly Edna Ledesma Samuel Dennis Jr.

Shawn: My first response is the lack of 
communication that has occurred up to this 
point in our literature. This is not specific to 
Landscape Architecture among the design 
professions, but it is critical to examine 
our literature and make changes. We are, 
afterall, the profession with focus on place, 
and all that represents to our clients. I feel 
a loss at not learning about the community 
that was destroyed to create Central Park 
when I first learned about Central Park and 
its importance to our profession in America. 
I now see neighborhoods with discounted 
histories that are swept away by planning and 
development. I also see people without access 
to the same safe living that is enjoyed by others 
due to zoning, redlining, and development. 
Populations living in the plume of factories 
and waste disposal sites, industry and crime. 
I am reminded of the presentations at which I 
have had the honor of hearing Majora Carter 
speak and talk of “’not having to move to live 
in a good neighborhood.’” I realize that my 
first impressions of injustice to First Nations 
was also encoded into legislation for other 
humans, and all at a loss to us all.

Edna: Environmental injustice is the 
disproportionate impact on communities of 
color and white poor/working class people 
due to exposure to environmental toxicity. It 
is impossible to disassociate environmental 
injustice and the role that planning and design 
have had in perpetuating its injustice.

Adam: Several things come to mind; all of 
which define contemporary inequities that 
fall along racial and economic lines. I think 
of inequality, geography, race, quality of life; 
the life stories of the ordinary people that are 
disaffected, and the features of the landscape 
that reinforce them.

James: I think of people who are living 
in homes that expose them to natural or 
manmade hazards. Lower income and 
minority households that are living in places 
that expose them to flooding, storm surges, and 
pollution from factories and other industrial 
land uses. I think of the spatial aspects of it; 
some people have no other alternatives but 
to live in places that expose them to health 
hazards.

How can we spread awareness of those 
injustices?

Shawn: To begin, we can research and re-
cord the histories of places and projects with 
a true lens to the human value and sense of 
those places. We can teach to this by focus. We 
must recognize the importance and mandate 
to consider the absolute value of our place in 
the process of change. Publications and recog-
nition of the imperative to consider and value 
the education that recognizes the need for en-
vironmental justice in all proposed projects.

Edna: In order to spread awareness of this leg-
acy of inequity, planners and designers need 
to rethink how we train and educate young 
planners and designers to think holistically 
about our connection to nature and how to de-
sign in a way that does not negatively impact 
communities nor the environment.

Adam: By telling stories – quantitative under-
standing must be met with qualitative narra-
tive force.

When you think of Environmental 
Injustice, what are the first things that 
come to mind?
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What gives you hope within the profession 
of Landscape Architecture tackling issues 
of environmental injustice?

Shawn: First, we have a strong professional 
organization that lobbies and now writes 
legislation regarding our issues. The American 
Society of Landscape Architects is the only 
professional organization that works directly 
with Legislators in Washington, DC. Toward 
that (promising) end: the ASLA just published 
a letter of support to establish a bipartisan 
Senate Diversity and Inclusion Office. ASLA 
also has launched support for HR 803: 
Protecting American’s Wilderness an Public 
Lands Act. This bill carries ASLA sponsored 
amendments that include: Outdoors for 
All Act which funds parks in underserved 
areas, to include Black and other minority 
neighborhoods, among other topical issues. 
The ASLA also sponsors the Environmental 
Justice in Recreational Permitting Act. The 
ASLA also has submitted letters of support for 
the Lands and Water Conservation Act change 
in funding authorization restoration. This Act 
has direct connections with the recognition 
and equal development of marginalized 
neighborhoods. The legislative support of 
our professional association also calls for 
the funding of the Great American Outdoors 
Act, which also contains language regarding 
equal considerations. Finally, the ASLA is an 
active supporter of the Safe Routes to Schools 
Expansion Act (HR 386) which extends the 
reach of this planning imperative to include 
specifically challenged communities. 

The reach of our legislative actions underlines 
our best intentions as a profession, and 
provides the platform for governmental 
recognition, funding, and support for our 
work with underserved communities.

Aside from the above pragmatic legislative 
support/direction, I recognize our larger 
focus on the planet as practicing professional 
Landscape Architects. This profession is 
not about the arrogance to build, but rather 
focused on the humble longevity of projects 
to best serve our mission. Truly sustainable 
development must include the culture of 
place, and improving the human condition 
while doing the same for the health of our 
environment. This is lofty and worthy for a 
profession to identify and strive to accomplish 
on any one project/on every one of our 
projects. That lofty perspective keeps us 
humble and engaged.

Edna: I have hope in the evolution of the field 
as a profession that is ready to remediate the 
toxicity of projects from the 20th century. The 
21st century city is one that has to rethink 
infrastructure, mobility, housing all through 
the lens of equity.

Adam: A tool for communities- Landscape 
architects, geographers and other urban 
professionals possess unique spatial tools 
for understanding complex systems; in 
making our abilities available to frontline and 
vulnerable communities we can help them 
tell their stories and compel action.  

Creativity- Going beyond defining existing 
systems to illustrate the evolution of space. In 
illustrating future states we can advocate and 
build consensus for positive change. 

Engagement- Listening is a fundamental 
aspect of Landscape Architecture – this 
creates the potential for outcomes which 
center community desires.

James: The Landscape Architecture 
Foundation is doing great work by funding 
scholarships and fellowships that encourage 
recipients to examine these issues. There is 
growing institutional support for this kind of 
work that was not there 10-20 years ago. I’m 
excited about the future

Shane RounceKyle Glenn

James: Research is important. It helps to have 
evidence in terms of numerical data and 
maps. Mapping can be effective at the zip 
code level and even finer scales of resolution. 
Also important is communication, through 
news stories and publications like TYP. Advo-
cacy tools, like policy briefs, can be effective 
ways to influence policy makers. The ability 
to tell a compelling story is key.
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“For landscape architects, 
environmental justice 
addresses the unequal 
distribution of parks and other 
resources, the inaccessibility 
of public spaces, and the 
exclusion from community 
decision making. Currently, 
we address these injustices 
through site-specific projects 
bound to a finite timeline. But, 
what if we asked how these 
injustices came to be in the 
first place and then address 
those unjust systems as well? 
If we did, our approach to 
environmental justice could 
treat both the symptoms and 

the disease.”

- Samuel  Dennis Jr.

When or how did you know that Landscape 
Architecture was a medium for change?

Shawn:  Some of that was hinted at in the 
above language. Also, as a past President of 
the ASLA I was pleased to visit with Landscape 
Architects across America, and speak with 
some abroad. I can confirm that from Kansas 
City in Missouri to Turin in Italy, Landscape 
Architects share a common reason for 
practice, and that focuses on human wellbeing 
and planet resilience. If cultures are imperiled 
then we are the likely profession to recognize 
and do something about the healing required 
to put it right. I know that any profession is a 
mix of humans, and my best hopes lie within 
our profession to focus on and repair the 
issues.

Edna: As an urban designer, I have incredible 
respect for the role that landscape architects 
play in engaging in a practice that is centered 
on respect for the environment. I came to 
realize that while in graduate school and have 
since then made sure to always engage in 
collaboration with landscape architects when 
developing urban scale projects.

Adam: I think I understood this from my first 
year in school studying landscape. What 
compels me now, as a practitioner developing 
an understanding of how landscape 
architecture happens, is the boundless scope 
and depth of what we do, which has been 
proven by my experience working across 
scales. Landscape architects shape change 
on regional, community, and site scales; 
variability arises in what motivates/drive 
this change. Landscape practitioners should 
consider, as item 35 of ‘A 38-Point Design 
Manifesto’ by OPSYS states,  working from the 
inside and the outside; donate time and tools 
to communities that need them most – these 
are often communities without the economic 
capacity to procure our services.

James: I knew that from the very beginning 
when I started studying Landscape 
Architecture. I was inspired by the work of 
landscape architects like Lawrence Halprin, 
Garret Eckbo, and Ian McHarg. I knew that 
Landscape Architecture was a medium for 
positive change and for making a difference 
in the world. It inspired me as a student and it 
continues to do so.

Ian Schneider

Mauro Mora



Classes, 
Careers, 
and the 
Profession

What will the workload be like during the 
first semester of capstone? 

Your capstone workload is what you make of 
it; be sure to pick a capstone that explores your 
interests. In the capstone process, you have the 
freedom to take the reign of your project and 
explore your creative design process. There’s 
a difference between work you connect with 
and a project you find uninteresting. A project 
you connect with will appear to have a lighter 
workload.

To relieve the pressure of capstone second 
semester, make sure to research your focus 
topics, work ahead of time and plan forward. 
Your capstone comes down to how well you 
can manage and organize your time; with 
effective management early on, you’ll do great!

What is the best way to balance being in 
multiple studio classes?

To effectively get through coursework in the 
studio, plan out your assignment timeline to 
stay organized. Be sure to prepare an end 
goal for your final project and brainstorm 
what itinerary you would need to back up that 
goal. Accomplish this list of itinerary items, 
but don’t go too crazy; center around that end 
goal you outlined for yourself; you could al-
ways do more, but realistically there isn’t that 
much time.

What is something you learned in your 
internship that we don’t learn in class?

Through an internship, you can learn skills in 
accountability, working on a schedule set by 
another individual, and some software skills 
such as CAD, Revit, Rhino, and construction 
documents. An internship allows you 
to explore the many sides of landscape 
architecture. These skills will not only help 
you in the professional world but within your 
undergrad coursework.

Students in the landscape architecture program at 
the University of Wisconsin - Madison were asked 
to share their most pressing questions regarding 
classes, careers, and the profession. The following 
responses from senior students and faculty aim to 
provide guidance and clear up misconceptions. 

ADVICE COLUMN
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How likely is it that an internship will lead 
to a full-time position?

During your time in an internship, present 
yourself effectively, but also be authentic with 
yourself. Establish your voice in the work 
setting, work hard, show face, ask questions, 
be engaged with colleagues, and a full-time 
position will be in reach.

Should I take the first job offer or 
opportunity that comes along or should 
I hold out and maybe even turn down an 
offer while pursuing an opportunity that 
might be better for me?

When applying for a position, think about 
your value in salary, location, benefits, and 
other significant quantifiers. What is your 
living expense? Consider factors such as your 
personal life versus professional life; there 
should be a balance of the two.

If your first offer is your dream position, still 
expand and look for additional opportunities. 
Understand that the first job you choose does 
not have to be, by any means, your last. Skills 
you learn will benefit your future career of 
interest, so take root and grow in your current 
position to prepare for the future.

What is the greatest difference between 
being a landscape architecture student and 
being a professional landscape architect? 
How would you recommend preparing for 
this difference?

Accountability, when in the professional realm 
of Landscape Architecture, you are working 
on another person’s schedule. To prepare for 
this, establish your roots where you will grow 
best within the profession. One of the benefits 
of being a professional landscape architect 
is that you’ll be making money rather than 
spending money.

Daniel McCullough

Paul Hanaoka
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What questions should I ask in an 
interview?

Your interviewer should not be the only 
one interviewing; ask critical questions to 
understand if the company is worth your 
time, work ethic, and effort. Also, consider 
questions like the following:

What other disciplines do landscape 
architects work with regularly? 

Landscape architects work with, but are not 
limited to the following:

•   What is the number of hours expected to 
     work weekly?
•   What was the most challenging thing 
      for the interviewer upon entering his or 
     her position within the company?
•   What is the culture like, does the team 
     play together after hours?
•   How does the firm deal with economic 
    downturns?
  •   Do they support ASLA or professional 
     licensures?
•   What is the expectation for billable hours?

•    Engineers (civil, hydrological, structural)
•   Architects
•   Army Corps of Engineers
•   Urban planners
•   Horticulturalists
•   Lawyers
•   Accountants
•   The public (artists, communities)

What careers can you achieve with a LA 
degree?

A career in Landscape Architecture could 
help you obtain a position in the following:

•    Landscaping in a design-build firm
•   Teaching at a school or university
•   Designer at a design-bid firm
•   Specified focus areas such as zoo design, 
     or golf course design
•   A position in a planning, engineering, 
     interior architecture or architecture firm
•   A job involving the restoration, 
    conservation, and ecology of landscapes
•   Work in the forest and parks service 
     sector
•   An occupation in state government or 
    transportation departments
•   Work involving First Nations

Does a LA license received from the state 
of Wisconsin allow you to practice in any 
other states?

A license in Wisconsin does not apply 
internationally; you will have to abide by 
the policies and licensure set by every state 
individually. Certain regions might have 
additional tests you have to accomplish to 
achieve licensure. ASLA is working on getting 
licensure internationally.

Ryan Ancill Annie Spratt
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Looking Beyond 
the Profession

Are you interested in learning more about projects 
tackling issues of environmental injustice? Be sure to 
check out some of the most influential people in the 
industry; expand your cognitive library.

Dr. Antwi Akom: Ph.D. (Sociology), M.A. 
(Education), B.A. (Political Science/
Economics)

Dr. Antwi Akom’s research looks into 
community-generated data through digital 
technology. This method rethinks information 
gathering while simultaneously mobilizing, 
empowering, involving, and enabling the 
community and youth to combat social 
inequalities. Dr. Akom’s work stresses the need 
to center vulnerable communities through 
bottom-up innovation and democratization of 
data.

Majora Carter M.F.A. (Fine Arts), B.A. 
(Film)

Majora Carter understands that those 
continuously experiencing environmental 
injustices are frequently people of a specified 
race and class. Carter explains economic 
degradation, environmental degradation, and 
social degradation are intertwined factors and 
emphasizes that planning must include the 
developer, community, and government as a 
minimum, and development must not hyper 
exploit vulnerable communities for profit.

Craig Pocock B.L.A. (Landscape 
Architecture)

Craig Pocock stresses that the world is 
currently in CO2 debt and that the impacts of 
carbon emissions are intergenerational theft. 
Pocock claims we can’t offset the mass volume 
of carbon emissions by only planting trees 
and strongly suggests Landscape Architects 
rethink the design, material, implementation, 
and maintenance phases.

Walter Hood: M. Arch (Architecture), 
M.L. Arch (Landscape Architecture), 
M.F.A. (Fine Arts), B.A. (Landscape 
Architecture)

Walter Hood is a figurehead in the profession 
of Landscape Architecture notable for 
historical and cultural landscape preservation. 
Hood works at the center of underserved 
communities and unravels the threads of 
history. These threads tell the stories of 
ancestors while making steps towards a more 
just and public historical representation.

RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Shunya Koide
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